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Random acts of kindness are a
trait of Turkish culture and deeply
knitted into the life of the mahalle
(neighbourhood). Find a good
street to settle in and soon you can
leave a spare key with the bakkal
(general store). Or you can get
tips from the manav (grocer),
delivered in a conspiratorial
whisper, about whether the beans
are any good or the tomatoes in
season. These are just a couple of
the perks of becoming a mahalleli
(local resident).
You know you’re in a mahalle
befitting of old Istanbul when
there’s a contingent of cats
nurtured by fellow residents.
Sharing leftovers with these
free-range felines (see page 78)
is a daily ritual
for mahallellis
“Random acts
and the
of kindness
neighbourhood are a trait of
cats are
Turkish culture
even given
and deeply
temporary
knitted into
names such as the life of
Mavis, Tekir
the mahalle”
or Boncuk.
These rituals
fuel a sense of
attachment and belonging in the
sprawl of streets. It is an unspoken
code of unity that has kept the
mahalle afloat as Istanbul’s
population has boomed.
Initially neighbourhoods were
shaped around identities, with
their origins still hinted at in their
names. Arnavutkoy (Albanian
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Must-see Mahalle
—
01 Cukurcuma
Antique shops and the
Museum of Innocence.
02 Ortakoy
Well-appointed boutiques
and a bridge view.
03 Fenerbahce
Glorious parks and a
coveted marina.

Village), for instance, was the first
Albanian settlement; Genikoy,
remodelled over time into Yenikoy
(New Village), was the village of
Greeks from the Geni region in
the 16th century. It is interesting
to note that the suffix “-koy” in
the names of these individual
areas is the Turkish word for
village. The group mentality
of the neighbourhood, then,
can be traced back to an early
desire to live and work with one’s
own kind. Over time this has
metamorphosed into a general
feeling across the whole city
to which Istanbul, forged by
immigrants and a sediment
of cultures, owes its harmony.
At its best, Istanbul is an
accumulation of villages. Bebek,
before it became its fancy self, was
a fishermen’s village. Today’s
popular shopping district and
residential area Nisantasi, known
for its art nouveau buildings,
started to claim a bigger role in
Istanbul’s dynamics in only the
second half of the 19th century.
No more than 40 years ago,
before the coastline was filled

with concrete to make it accessible
for vehicles and passengers, the
European shore had beaches and
attracted bathers.
Some neighbourhoods are still
navigating between traditional
values and the life of a modern
city. The men-only teahouses, for
instance, continue to adjust their
boundaries with the next-door
contemporary-art galleries in
Cukurcuma. And third-generation
esnaf (tradesmen) can occasionally
be heard ranting about the Istanbul
they remember – an altogether
greener and friendlier place.
From the scream of a lady
dangling her basket from her
balcony for some fresh bread
to the rattle of the junk dealer’s
cart, the melody of this city is
composed by its residents. The
intimate and genuine gestures of
the mahalle lifestyle make up the
cornerstones of Istanbul’s social
structure. For homesick urban
dwellers or visitors adjusting to
the dynamics of a bigger city,
Istanbul’s welcoming attitude is
the best cure. — (m)

i
about the writer: Alexandra De Cramer is a proud
mahalleli of Arnavutkoy. She was drawn back home
from London by the neighbourhood’s evocative
wooden architecture, village-like atmosphere and
the friendliness of her fellow mahallelis.
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Curating the city
Contemporary art
—
Culture has a handy
habit of bringing people
together and nowhere
is this more apparent
than Istanbul. Political
upheaval has created a
city of fluctuation and
fluidity; it’s a context its
art scene has embraced.
by Mari Spirito,
curator
Istanbul is a city with scale, whether it’s
a transcontinental bridge, the soaring
glass buildings in Levent or the sense
of endless urban megalopolis. It’s grand,
unapologetic and impressive. Yet I’m
drawn to finding the small, inconspicuous
parts of town. As the director and curator
of Protocinema, the Istanbul and New
York-based arts organisation that is
itinerant and “site-aware”, it’s the old
mechanic’s garage in Dolapdere or the
shelves of a deli on the back streets of
Galatasaray that interest me. These are
dynamic places to stumble upon art in
daily life.
Much of my research for places to
create and host shows takes place on foot.
I search while strolling Istanbul’s chaotic
ski-slope streets, up and down its seven
hills via neighbourhoods that change in
temperament from one road to the next.
In Tophane I once staged an exhibition
of Brian O’Connell’s sculpture “Openings
to the water...” We moved it, a cement
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imprint of a seven-metre 1960s fishing
boat, into an old abandoned storefront. For
the duration of the exhibition, the window
of the entire ground floor was removed; it
was open to and almost part of the street.
The artwork attracted all kinds of
people. The Tophane neighbourhood is a
mix of conservative inhabitants, who have
been there for many years, and younger
expats. There is, predictably, tension.
However, the neighbourhood kids became
regulars and most of the workers nearby
– in the corner shop, restaurants or
hardware shop – became translators and
ambassadors, welcoming and explaining
the art to visitors. The reaction to the boat
evoked many childhood memories for
some inhabitants who shared these tales
with those ready
to listen. The
“One of
conversation
Istanbul’s
continued: “Why is
greatest traits
this art?” “What is
is the palpable
it about?” “I have
another idea about
sensation that
it – do you want
anything can
to hear it?”
happen here –
One of
and it often
Istanbul’s greatest
does”
traits is the palpable
sensation that
anything can happen here – and it often
does. It is a city charged with meaning and
as artists and curators we respond to this
context. A few years ago we staged an
exhibition with US conceptual artist Dan
Graham, whose glass “Pavilion” series
addressed how architecture affects
behaviour. To do this we took over a former
flower shop in Taksim Square, the symbolic
centre of power in the city. Here he
screened a video, about a shopping mall,
that debated the nature of fabricated public
spaces and showed a glass-and-steel
pavilion sculpture.
This was Graham’s first visit to the city
and he assumed no one here was familiar
with his work. In fact, he had hundreds of
fans in Istanbul. The exhibition brought
together people from all walks of life to
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Non-profits with
nous
—
01 IKSV
Non-governmental culture
powerhouse founded in 1973.
02 Collectorspace
Showing private art collections
just off Taksim Square.
03 5533
Shows, research and debates.

discuss the nature of public space how the
built environment affects our lives. This was
just prior to the Gezi Park resistance.
By bringing art to unlikely places
in the city we are exploring how our
expectations alter our perception. For the
2015 season of Protocinema’s emerging
curator series Proto5533, Ilhan Ozan has
presented the work of Izmir-born artist
Mehmet Dere in the Istanbul Trader’s
Association (imc). This mid-century
concrete structure was built in the 1950s
as Turkey began the push to modernise.
Its tiered balconies were designed to be
rather like a futuristic mall, intended as
an optimistic centre of booming business.
It has succeeded – today the imc is home
to over 1,000 businesses, from textile
wholesalers to CD shops and the nonprofit contemporary-art space 5533, which
took over a former sewing-machine shop
in the building.
Istanbullus have learned to be subtle
and flexible in order to survive. It’s
challenging to keep up with the changing
social and political context and though
there are constraints as a curator in this
ancient city – funding, censorship, logistics
– contemporary art has the power to both
polarise and unite. — (m)

i
about the writer: Mari Spirito is the founding director
of Protocinema, a transnational experiment in exhibitionmaking. It places contemporary art in delis, downtown
apartments and forgotten bunkers in Istanbul and New
York. Before moving to Istanbul she headed up New
York’s 303 Gallery for 12 years.
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a 600-year empire ever lifted.
The answer is that well into the
postwar period, Turks were in
All that glitters
determined denial of their imperial
Ottoman revival
past. They associated anything
—
that was linked to the dynasty –
For years Turkey’s storied which was founded by Osman
past was relegated to the around 1300 – with a decline into
history books. But today debt, military defeat and national
humiliation after the First World
there is an Ottoman
War. The very nature of the early
renaissance in Istanbul;
reforms was to cut
some elements are more Republican
modern Turkey off from this stale
successful than others
and unprofitable past. Men were
but the best seamlessly
made to throw away their fezzes
combine the then and now. and don a brimmed fedora
instead; modern Turkish women
threw off the veil. The Arabic
by Andrew Finkel,
alphabet was replaced with Roman
writer
letters and the language itself was
purged of Persian and Arabic in
favour of newly invented “pure”
It might seem absurd to speak
Turkish. As such the very words
of an Ottoman revival in a city
buzzing inside people’s heads
dominated by imposing domes
began to change.
and slender minarets built when
If proof were needed that
the power of the sultans was at
successive generations were
its peak. Yet for all of Istanbul’s
successfully cut off from their
glossy malls and boutiques, the
Ottoman past, it is that the average
most expensive shop rentals per
school child today can scarcely
square metre are still in the Grand understand the author of those
Bazaar – a cornerstone that dates reforms: Turkey’s first president,
to 1461. Istanbul bankers might
Mustafa Kemal Ataturk (see page
order sushi at home via the web
83). His speeches need to be
but their fridges are stacked with
translated into modern Turkish.
traditional dishes called The
Inevitably attitudes began to
Sovereign was Pleased, Ali Pasha
revert. Some began to look behind
Rice or Palace Pudding, likely
the curtain drawn on the past in
prepared by their mothers.
search of an explanation for the
Although the modern republic present. And Turkish society too
was founded in 1923, the obvious began to change in ways that the
point is whether the shadow of
guardians of the republic could
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